A. Overall Survival for altered Her2 TCGA samples compared to not altered Her2 TCGA samples
   up = CAPZA2,CBX1,G6PD,NQO1
   study = TCGA (Cell 2015)

B. Overall Survival for altered Her2 METABRIC samples compared to not altered Her2 METABRIC samples
   up = CAPZA2,CBX1,G6PD,NQO1
   study = METABRIC

C. Overall Survival for altered Her2 TCGA samples compared to not altered Her2 TCGA samples
   up = CYFIP1,DDR1,GYG1
   study = TCGA (Cell 2015)

D. Overall Survival for altered Her2 METABRIC samples compared to not altered Her2 METABRIC samples
   up = CYFIP1,DDR1,GYG1
   study = METABRIC

E. Overall Survival for altered Her2 TCGA samples compared to not altered Her2 TCGA samples
   up = CYFIP1,G6PD,KYNU,PSMC2
   study = TCGA (Cell 2015)

F. Overall Survival for altered Her2 METABRIC samples compared to not altered Her2 METABRIC samples
   up = CYFIP1,G6PD,KYNU,PSMC2
   study = METABRIC